I、INTRODUCTION
II、Internet plus finance and traditional finance
A. The connotation of Internet plus Finance
At present, the academia and the business community has been on the "Internet plus " meaning the basic agreement. From a technical point of view, "Internet plus" is the use of all walks of life to boost the development of Internet technology, the Internet thinking, the Internet platform. The core technology of "Internet plus--big data, cloud computing, mobile Internet technology, networking technology, not only is an important technical support for the network economy era, but also is an important tool of the realization for commodity trading "on-line" and "data",and also is an important tool for information processing in the information age. Therefore,the traditional industry "Internet plus" process means a new capacity, technology application and innovation are the core content, and Cloud computing, big data and other information on the process of innovation, user innovation, service innovation, marketing innovation is essential [1] . However, the domestic academic did not give official connotation of the Internet plus finance, as opinions vary, no unanimous conclusion can be drawn. However, some definition of complementarity, cooperation and win-win of the new financial system [2] . .
There are some scholars believe that the The third one is the cooperation between Internet companies and financial institutions [3] . [14] . virtual currency, etc.
B. Compared with Internet banking,traditional finance and financial Internet
[4] [5] , this part specifically belongs to special Internet financial category.
Another view based on system theory, suggest that the emerging network finance and the traditional financial belongs to a financial system, they are not independent, but the and also includes online banking business of traditional financial Internet, this is the Internet generalized financial category [6] .
Some scholars stated that as the Internet and combination of financial deepening,
Traditional financial continue to extend to the internet, financial services carried out by Internet companies also continue to penetrate the offline financeal, and boundary of traditional financial and Internet financial business will no longer obvious, cross-border development will be the future trend in the development of financial industry [7] . between integration and competition [13] . He also proposed that the domestic Internet banking enterprise are four modes, namely, the Internet giant mode, mode of financial institutions, operators mode and financial industry mode [8] .
At present, the public generally agree that International Conference on Engineering Science and Management (ESM 2016) and provide full payment of financial services for the users, I believe that in the future it will be achieved good results. 
C. E-commerce Finance mode
The difference between the e-commerce believe the reward crowd funding the will become a new consumption pattern in the future. Internet banking development,the lack of technical regulation [9] .The risks of Internet banking mainly in the following aspects:
1) lack of supervision and inadequate legal. Currently the main target of laws and regulations in China's financial sector is the traditional finance, it can't fit the unique characteristics of the Internet banking and Internet banking industry is "three noes" status,specifically is no threshold, no standards, no regulatory, and it is a fine line between "legal" and " illegal ".So lack of supporting regulatory requirements brings lots of risks of Internet banking [10] [11] .
2) The security risk. Internet financial security problems are mainly the client's capital security, information security and system security.In the face of big data characteristics of the Internet, the safety of the sensitive data and data volume increase puts forward the challenge to Internet financial security [12] .
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